Control of protein trafficking by reversible masking of transport signals
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ABSTRACT Systems that allow the control of protein traffic between subcellular compartments have been valuable in elucidating trafficking mechanisms. Most current approaches rely on ligand or light-controlled dimerization, which results in either retardation or enhancement of the transport of a reporter. We developed an alternative approach for trafficking regulation that we term “controlled unmasking of targeting elements” (CUTE). Regulated trafficking is achieved by reversible masking of the signal that directs the reporter to its target organelle, relying on the streptavidin–biotin system. The targeting signal is generated within or immediately after a 38-amino acid streptavidin-binding peptide (SBP) that is appended to the reporter. The binding of coexpressed streptavidin to SBP causes signal masking, whereas addition of biotin causes complex dissociation and triggers protein transport to the target organelle. We demonstrate the application of this approach to the control of nuclear and peroxisomal protein import and the generation of biotin-dependent trafficking through the endocytic and COPI systems. By simultaneous masking of COPI and endocytic signals, we were able to generate a synthetic pathway for efficient transport of a reporter from the plasma membrane to the endoplasmic reticulum.

INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic cells contain multiple subcellular compartments, each with its typical lipid and protein composition. Proteins may reside in a compartment persistently or shuttle between two or more locations. Targeting of proteins to their destination is frequently dictated by short, linear peptide motifs (Pandey, 2010). These motifs are recognized by receptors/adaptors that mediate insertion into the target organelle or, in the case of the secretory system, incorporation into the correct transport vesicle.

The synthesis and transport of proteins are typically continuous processes, whereas controlled delivery of proteins to their destination can be beneficial for both basic research and biotechnological applications. To this end, researchers have developed various techniques for transport control and synchronization. In the secretory system, a block at low temperatures has been used to synchronize anterograde traffic from the ER–Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC; Saraste and Kuismanen, 1984; Lotti et al., 1992; Klumperman et al., 1998) or the trans-Golgi network (TGN; Matlin and Simons, 1983; Saraste et al., 1986; Griffiths et al., 1989), and the use of the temperature-sensitive (ts) mutant of the viral glycoprotein vesicular stomatitis virus G (VSV-G) has allowed follow-up of synchronized exit from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER; Bergmann et al., 1981; Bergmann, 1989; Lodish and Kong, 1983; Presley et al., 1997). Recently more versatile approaches were introduced that are generally based on manipulation of protein localization by the introduction of controllable dimerization elements (Rakhit et al., 2014). Dimerization is controlled by a small ligand or by light, allowing for trigger-dependent transport by mechanisms such as reversible retention of the transported protein due to self-aggregation (Rivera et al., 2000; Al-Bassam et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013) and piggyback transport by dimerization with a carrier protein bearing a transport signal (Geda et al., 2008; Beyer et al., 2015). In a study aimed at regulating transport in the secretory pathway...
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Regulated uptake of proteins from cytosol to organelles

We initially sought to test the controlled unmasking of targeting elements (CUTE) approach using a rapid and readily tractable system and chose nuclear import using the SV-40 large T antigen nuclear localization signal (NLS). A green fluorescent protein x3 (GFPx3) reporter (Sakakida et al., 2005) was fused to SBP followed by the KKKRKV NLS. This fusion protein was coexpressed with the core domain of SA in HeLa cells at a 1:10 plasmid ratio. Because expression of soluble SA in mammalian cells has not been previously documented, we analyzed the expressed protein and observed that it was in the correct tetrameric form (Supplemental Figure S1A) and was diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm (Supplemental Figure S1B).

The GFPx3-SBP-NLS fusion showed the expected nuclear localization, whereas cotransfection with SA resulted in a largely cytosolic pattern of GFP fluorescence (Figure 2A). On addition of biotin, the protein became concentrated in the nucleus in a manner that resembled that observed in cells that did not coexpress SA. Measurements of the nuclear-to-cytosolic fluorescence ratio in multiple cells (Figure 2B) showed a clear shift to lower ratios in cells expressing SA, which was reversed upon addition of biotin. Kinetic analysis (Figure 2, C and D, and Supplemental Movie S1) showed that uptake into the nucleus is preceded by a lag period of ~5 min and reaches half-maximal values within ~15 min. Thus reversible masking of an NLS was attained using the SBP-SA-based approach. Binding of SA in itself does not prevent nuclear entry, as efficient import was observed in constructs in which masking was abrogated due to the introduction of a linker between SBP and NLS (see later discussion of Figure 10).

Another short signal that acts autonomously in import into an organelle is the carboxy-terminal SKL sequence, which is known to direct peroxisomal import from cytosol through the PTS1 system (Wilson et al., 2001; Smith and Aitchison, 2013). As shown in Figure 3A, a GFP-SBP-SKL fusion protein displayed the expected peroxisome-like distribution, which depended on the SKL signal and overlapped that of the peroxisomal marker red fluorescent protein (RFP)-SKL. However, when coexpressed with SA, the fusion protein displayed diffuse cytosolic distribution; upon biotin addition, the construct redistributed into a peroxisomal pattern (Figure 3B). Microscopic observation revealed that 96 ± 2% of the transfected cells showed a nonpunctate, diffuse pattern in the presence of SA, whereas essentially all cells showed a peroxisomal pattern after biotin treatment. Peroxisomal uptake was rather slow, reaching maximal levels after 3–4 h (Figure 3C and Supplemental Movie S2). A similar kinetics of peroxisomal import was previously observed using microinjected reporters (Walton et al., 1992).

Masking/unmasking of COPI dilyisine signals

We next sought to test whether the masking/unmasking approach could be applied to the secretory system. We initially tested the applicability of this approach to the COPI system, which mediates retrograde transport from the ERGIC elements and the Golgi apparatus. To this end, we used as reporter the type I plasma membrane
examined, demonstrating that biotin can reverse the SA-induced masking (Figure 4B, right).

Thus far, we demonstrated that dilysine signals appended to SBP become masked upon SA binding and that masking can be reversed by biotin. To follow the retrograde transport step, one should initially apply conditions that allow the reporter to accumulate at a post-ER compartment. Seeking to follow retrograde transport from the Golgi, we first accumulated cells coexpressing SA and a VSVGts045 construct with appended SBP-KRKAE in the ER by overnight incubation at 40°C and then switched them to the permissive temperature (32°C) for a limited period of 1 h, a period that was found optimal for Golgi accumulation. To specifically follow transport originating from the Golgi, we used a construct based on the photoconvertible fluorescent protein Dendra2 in place of GFP (VSVGts045-Dendra2-SBP-KRKAE). After reaching the Golgi, the Dendra2 protein was irradiated at the Golgi area, resulting in the conversion of fluorescence from green to red (Figure 5). After additional incubation at 32°C, the red fluorescence gradually disappeared from the Golgi and appeared at the plasma membrane (Figure 5B, top); the green fluorescence followed a similar course with some delay, apparently representing new synthesis of the reporter. Unmasking the dilysine

protein CD4, with GFP and SBP fused at its cytoplasmic tail. Following the SBP sequence we appended a dilysine signal of the K(X)KXX-COOH type, which is known to mediate COPI-dependent retrograde transport of membrane proteins through direct binding to the COPI coat (Letourneur et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 2012; Ma and Goldberg, 2013). When exposed, the dilysine signal is expected to result in a largely ER distribution of the reporter, whereas signal masking should result in transport to the plasma membrane. Two signals were used: KKTN, a widely used signal derived from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae ER-resident WBP1 protein, and a KRKAE sequence that is present in several reticulon proteins and was found in our lab to function as a potent ER retrieval signal. In transiently transfected HeLa cells, SBP-KKTN/KRKAE–tagged CD4-GFP showed the expected ER localization, with no detectable surface-exposed antigen (Figure 4A). However, when cotransfected with SA, the CD4 construct was efficiently transported to the plasma membrane (PM), indicating that SA binding to SBP masked the dilysine signal. When biotin was added soon after transfection, PM expression was prevented, and the reporter showed ER localization. A similar experiment was performed using the ts VSVG mutant (VSVGts045), which is retained in the ER at 40°C and is synchronously released upon shift to the permissive temperature. When VSVGts045-GFP-SBP-KRKAE was incubated overnight at 40°C and then shifted for 3 h to a permissive temperature of 32°C, it retained its ER localization pattern, whereas its coexpression with streptavidin led to transport to the plasma membrane (Figure 4B, two middle images). For reasons that are as yet unclear, a minor portion of VSVGts045-GFP-SBP-KRKAE remained ER localized in the presence of streptavidin, despite the addition of cycloheximide upon temperature shift to prevent new protein synthesis. Significantly, the addition of biotin upon shift to the permissive temperature completely prevented the transport of VSVGts045 to the plasma membrane in virtually all cells examined, demonstrating that biotin can reverse the SA-induced masking (Figure 4B, right).
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FIGURE 2: Masking/unmasking of a signal for nuclear import. (A) Biotin-induced nuclear import. HeLa cells were transfected with 3xGFP-SBP-NLS with or without SA (plasmid ratio, 1:10). At 24 h later, biotin (400 μM) was added where indicated, and incubation proceeded for 1 h. (B) Quantification of biotin-induced nuclear import. Conditions as in A. Nuclear-to-cytosolic ratios were measured on 50 individual cells for each condition as described in Materials and Methods. Density plots (smoothed histograms) were generated using kernel smoothing under the R console. (C) Live-cell imaging of biotin-induced nuclear import. Conditions as in A. Images were taken from Supplemental Movie S1. (D) Time course of biotin-induced nuclear import as observed in four cells.

FIGURE 3: Masking/unmasking of a signal for peroxisomal import. (A) GFP-SBP-SKL localizes to peroxisomes. GFP-SBP-SKL was cotransfected with the peroxisomal marker RFP-SKL. GFP-SBP (without SKL) served as a control. (B) GFP-SBP-SKL was cotransfected with SA (plasmid ratio, 1:10) and cells were incubated for 4 h with or without biotin in the presence of cycloheximide. (C) Live imaging of biotin-induced peroxisomal import. Images were taken from Supplemental Movie S2.
signal with biotin just before photoconversion led to redistribution to the ER without any plasma membrane accumulation (Figure 5, bottom). Some biotin-induced redistribution from the Golgi to the ER could be observed after 1 h, reaching its maximal extent after 3–4 h; however, due to the relatively weak signal, the precise kinetics of the transport was difficult to determine. We conclude that the masking/unmasking approach allows for follow-up of ligand-dependent retrograde trafficking of membrane proteins from the Golgi to the ER.

**Endocytic signals**

Clathrin-dependent endocytosis of membrane proteins depends on the presence of short signals of various types at their cytoplasmic tail (Bonifacino and Traub, 2003). We looked for an endocytic signal that could be integrated within the SBP sequence and thus be subject to direct masking on SA binding. As mentioned, the two major SA-binding sites in SBP are flanked by a stretch that adopts a helical conformation when bound to SA. This stretch is believed to function primarily as a spacer between biotin-binding sites on two SA sub-units, although some of the residues in this stretch contribute to SBP-SA interaction (Barrette-Ng et al., 2013). Inspecting the SBP sequence, we decided to attempt to create an acidic-dileucine endocytic signal of the [DEXXLL] consensus by mutating the QLERARL sequence within the connecting helix to ELRALL (Figure 6A). Analysis of the published SBP-SA structure (accession number 4JO6) using the Chimera package (Pettersen et al., 2004) indicated that the Q-to-E mutation should not affect the SBP-SA interaction, whereas the R-to-L mutation is expected to result in loss of one hydrogen bond. We first tested whether the modified SBP (SBPEL1–429) provides an endocytic signal by fusing it to CD4 whose cytoplasmic tail was truncated to remove the endogenous endocytic signal (CD41–429; Figure 6). Cells were incubated for 1 h in the cold with Alexa 488–labeled anti-CD4 antibodies to allow for antibody binding and then switched back to 37°C for 20 min to allow for antibody uptake. Texas Red–conjugated transferrin was used as endocytic marker. As shown in Figure 6B, in cells expressing the truncated CD4 construct with nonmutated SBP, the antibody remained at the cell surface. By contrast, cells expressing CD41–429-SBPEL or wild-type CD4 showed antibody uptake to endocytic structures, most of which contained labeled transferrin.

We next tested whether the endocytic signal we embedded within SBP can be subjected to reversible masking. We transfected cells with CD41–429-SBPEL with or without SA and followed uptake of Alexa 488–labeled anti-CD4 antibody in the presence or absence of biotin. At the end of the incubation, antibody that remained at the cell surface was detected with cy3-conjugated secondary antibody (Figure 7A). Efficient internalization and disappearance of antibody from the cell surface was observed in cells that had not been transfected with SA, whereas cotransfection with SA largely prevented antibody uptake. The apparent ability of SA to prevent internalization indicates that the mutated SBPEL can still efficiently interact with SA. Addition of biotin reversed the effect of SA, resulting in synchronous internalization. Measurement of the intensities in the red and green channels (reflecting external and total antigen, respectively; Figure 7B) indicated a masking efficiency for SA of ∼75%; unmasking with biotin caused a decrease in the external-to-total fluorescence ratio to a low level that resembled that in control cells not transfected with SA. Live-cell imaging revealed that CD41–429-SBPEL-bound antibody was rapidly internalized upon biotin-induced release from masking by SA (Figure 7C). After 10 min, part of the antibody fluorescence started to appear in a juxtanuclear position (Figure 7C and Supplemental Movie S3), which largely coincided with that of the Golgi/TGN markers GaT and TGN46 at 30 min (Figure 7D). It thus appears that the endocytic signal that we created may also direct endosome-to-TGN retrograde transport.

**Combining masked endocytic and COPI signals allows for regulated PM-to-ER transport**

Thus far, we used two different strategies for masking of membrane traffic signals (creating a signal within SBP for endocytosis or appending a signal to SBP for COPI traffic). By combining the two strategies, one should be able to generate constructs in which the endocytic and COPI signals are masked simultaneously by SA. In light of the indication that the endocytosed CD41–429-SBPEL construct can reach the Golgi (Figure 7D), we reasoned that a CD41–429-SBPEL-K(X)KXX construct might travel all the way from the PM to the ER upon unmasking. To test this idea, we cotransfected HeLa cells with SA and CD41–429-SBPEL-KRKAE and monitored anti-CD4 antibody uptake (Figure 8A). Significantly, upon incubation in the presence of biotin, the antibody became ER localized, as revealed by colocalization with the ER marker SRβ. ER redistribution

![Figure 4: Masking/unmasking of a Golgi-to-ER retrieval signal.](image)

(A) HeLa cells were transfected with CD4-GFP-SBP-KKTN (top) or CD4-GFP-SBP-SRKRAE (bottom) with or without SA (plasmid ratio, 3:2) and biotin. After overnight incubation, cells were incubated for an additional 3 h in the presence of cycloheximide, fixed (but not permeabilized), and stained with anti-CD4 antibody. (B) Cells were transfected with VSVGts045-GFP-SBP-SRKRAE with or without streptavidin (plasmid ratio, 3:2). After overnight incubation at 40°C, the cells were switched to the permissive temperature of 32°C for 3 h in the presence of cycloheximide with or without biotin.
became evident at 2 h after the addition of biotin and was completed at 4 h, whereas in the absence of biotin, the antibody remained PM associated. We observed PM-to-ER transport with similar kinetics by live-cell imaging (Figure 8B). A complete redistribution of anti-CD4 antibody to the ER at 4 h after biotin addition was observed in virtually all cells examined. Both the endocytic and the COPI signals were required for PM-to-ER transport, as constructs lacking either signal failed to mediate anti-CD4 antibody transport to the ER (Figure 8C). The observation that the construct with COPI signal only (CD4_{1-429}-SBP-KRKAE) remained PM associated upon biotin addition indicates that the COPI system is incapable of retrieving d lysine-tagged proteins from the PM.

Following endocytosis, a likely pathway for PM-to-ER transport involves retrograde transport from endosomes to the Golgi and from the Golgi to the ER. Indeed, when following the pathway of transport at 1 h, we observed some CD4_{1-429}-SBP_{EL}-KRKAE at the Golgi region (Figure 9A); however, colocalization of the construct with Golgi and TGN markers was rather low and was weaker than that of the same construct without the COPI signal (Figure 7D). At this point, much of CD4_{1-429}-SBP_{EL}-KRKAE colocalized with the early endosome marker EEA1 (Figure 9A). To investigate further the role of the Golgi in transport of CD4_{1-429}-SBP_{EL}-KRKAE from the PM to the ER, we tested the effect of two agents that disrupt the Golgi apparatus, brefeldin A (BFA) and golgicide A (GCA). These agents inhibit the recruitment of the COPI system to the Golgi through inhibition of Golgi-associated Arf1 guanine nucleotide exchange factors (Donaldson et al., 1992; Helms and Rothman, 1992; Niu et al., 2005; Saenz et al., 2009) and induce a merge between the Golgi apparatus and the ER (Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991). For BFA, we used a low concentration (0.2 μg/ml) that was reported as sufficient for disrupting the Golgi apparatus during prolonged incubations without interference with the endosomal system (Bershadsky and Futerman, 1994). Both GCA and BFA caused the redistribution of the medial/trans-Golgi enzyme GalT to the ER (Figure 9B). We treated cells expressing CD4_{1-429}-SBP_{EL}-KRKAE masked with SA simultaneously with biotin and the drugs during a 4-h incubation. In the presence of either drug, the construct showed a punctate pattern (Figure 9C), with significant colocalization with the endosomal marker EEA1 (Supplemental Figure S2), and transport to the ER was prevented. These findings indicate that PM-to-ER transport of our reporter depends on Golgi function and/or other Arf1-dependent processes operating at the Golgi.

Retrograde transport from endosomes to the TGN frequently involves retromer (Johannes and Popoff, 2008). However, knocking down the VPS26 subunit of retromer had no effect on biotin-induced ER delivery of CD4_{1-429}-SBP_{EL}-KRKAE (Supplemental Figure S3).

**Modes of signal masking**

Trafficking signals incorporated into the SBP sequence should be directly masked upon SA binding, whereas in the case of signals appended at the SBP carboxy terminus, we expected masking due to steric interference by which the tetrameric SA excludes receptor/coat binding to the proximal trafficking signal; however, other indirect mechanisms could not be excluded. If masking is due to steric interference, it should be abrogated by increasing the distance between SBP and the appended signal. This was tested by inserting flexible linkers between SBP and the signals (Figure 10). As expected for steric interference, insertion of a 10-aa linker abolished the masking of the NLS signal by SA. However, linker insertion did not prevent masking of the peroxisomal and COPI signals. This was the case even when the length of the linker between SBP and the d lysine COPI signal was increased to 20 aa (Figure 10, Inkx2). Thus the observed abrogation of the peroxisomal and COPI-mediated transport may be due to mechanisms other than direct interference with receptor binding.

**DISCUSSION**

We demonstrated the feasibility of a CUTE approach for control of the timing of diverse intracellular transport processes, including both protein import from cytosol into the nucleus and peroxisomes and vesicular trafficking (COPI-mediated retrograde transport and endocytosis). Advantages of the CUTE system in comparison to other approaches for regulating protein trafficking include the relatively short tag that is attached to the reporter (SBP), the use of a single agent (soluble streptavidin) to mask multiple transport signals, and the fact that membrane hooks are not required. The reversible masking approach is particularly useful in the case of retrograde transport in the secretory system because in hook–reporter systems (Boncompain et al., 2012), the presence of
exposed retrograde signal on the reporter may prevent the arrival of the coexpressed hook to the sequestering organelle. This is particularly true in the case of the two-way ER/Golgi transport, for which reporters bearing strong COPI signals show a largely ER distribution at steady state (Zerangue et al., 2001). By masking dilyssine COPI signals, we were able to allow post-ER transport of the retrograde traffic reporter. However, to study retrograde COPI traffic, one has to prevent transport of the reporter beyond the range of the COPI system, which is unable to retrieve proteins that have reached the plasma membrane (Figure 8C). This was achieved by limiting anterograde transport of VSVGts045-based reporters using a short incubation at the permissive temperature before biotin addition. Ideally, one would use a Golgi-resident protein with appended dilyssine signal as reporter for COPI traffic, but so far our attempts to generate such a reporter using some of the relatively scarce Golgi/TGN type I resident proteins have not met with success.

**FIGURE 6:** Generation of endocytic signal within SBP. (A) Scheme of the construct used for regulated endocytosis. Most of the cytosolic domain of CD4 (top) was replaced with a modified SBP (SBP<sub>EL</sub>) containing two amino acid replacements that generate an acidic-dileucine endocytic signal (ELRALL). TM, transmembrane domain. (B) The engineered signal mediates endocytic traffic. Cells were transfected with the indicated constructs. At 24 h later, cells were incubated in the cold with Alexa 488-conjugated anti-CD4 antibodies, followed by 20 min of incubation at 37°C in the presence of 20 ng/ml Texas Red-conjugated transferrin; cells expressing wild-type CD4 also received 100 ng/ml PMA (Pitcher et al., 1999). Cells were fixed, and nuclei were stained with Hoechst.

**FIGURE 7:** Reversible masking of an endocytic signal embedded in SBP. (A) Quantitative assessment of CD4<sub>1-429</sub>-SBP<sub>EL</sub> internalization. Cells were transfected with CD4<sub>1-429</sub>-SBP<sub>EL</sub> with or without SA, incubated with Alexa 488-conjugated anti-CD4 antibodies with or without biotin, fixed (but not permeabilized), and stained with cy3-conjugated secondary antibody to reveal the presence of anti-CD4 antibodies at the surface. (B) Quantification of endocytic transport. Cells were treated as in A and analyzed for total fluorescence (Alexa 488-anti CD4) and surface fluorescence (CY3-conjugated secondary antibody) using an In Cell analyzer (see Materials and Methods); the normalized ratios between surface and total fluorescence are presented, with each bar representing cells treated as indicated on the image above it in A. (C) Live imaging of biotin-induced endocytosis. Cells were cotransfected with SA, CD4<sub>1-429</sub>-SBP<sub>EL</sub>, and GalT-CFP (1:1:0.25). After 30 min of incubation in the presence of biotin, endocytosed monoclonal anti-CD4 antibodies were detected with secondary antibody; TGN46 was detected with specific polyclonal antibodies.
produced by amino acid substitutions in SBP that do not result in significant reduction in its affinity for SA. This approach, however, is not applicable to signals that must be present at the carboxy extremity of the protein (e.g., the dilysine and SKL motifs used in this study). In the latter cases, as well as with NLS signals, we used the other approach by which the signals were appended to SBP. Initially, we attempted to append the signals immediately after the HPQ(G) sequence that constitutes the carboxy SA-interaction motif; however, unexpectedly, masking of dilysine signals with this construct was less efficient than with full-length SBP, which has additional 4 aa at the carboxy side, even though these amino acids are not critical for SA interaction. To further explore the masking mechanism, we tested the effect of the introduction of linkers between SBP and trafficking signals (Figure 10). In the case of the polybasic NLS, signal masking was abolished by linker introduction, indicating that masking requires proximity of the NLS to the bound SA, which presumably leads to steric interference with the binding of nuclear import receptors. By contrast, there was no effect of linkers on the masking of COPI K(X)KXX and peroxisomal SKL signals, indicating that in these two cases, masking is due to mechanisms other than steric interference with receptor binding. A possible explanation for the masking of the COPI signal observed even in a construct containing a long linker (20 aa) may involve a previously reported negative effect of increased membrane distance on the efficiency of dilysine signals (Shikano and Li, 2003). Perhaps binding of the structured tetrameric SA to SBP-K(X)KXX prevents efficient approach of the dilysine signal to the membrane to allow for sorting into COPI vesicles. Whatever the mechanism, in practice, masking of both COPI dilysine and peroxisomal SKL signals by our approach is efficient and reversible, making our approach useful for transport synchronization.

By the simultaneous masking of COPI and endocytic signals, we could allow a reporter to accumulate at the plasma membrane and subsequently trigger its highly efficient transport all the way back to the ER (Figure 8). In principle, this synthetic PM-to-ER transport could be mediated by a combination of known endocytic, endosome-to-TGN and COPI-mediated pathways. Consistent with this idea are the observations that the construct containing the synthetic endocytic signal that we generated in SBP partially localized at the Golgi and that ER transport of the construct with both endocytic and COPI signals was prevented by agents that disrupt the Golgi (Figure 9). The rather long duration of completion of PM-to-ER transport (~4 h) might result from a rate-limiting step along the transport pathway; this could be retrograde.
endosome-to-Golgi transport, as suggested by the significant endosomal presence of CD4-SBP/LE-KRKAE during intermediate stages of transport.

Transport routes from the PM to the ER are known for several bacterial toxins and viral proteins (Sandvig et al., 2013). These pathways are quite varied and may or may not involve passage through the TGN/Golgi cisternae. Recently evidence for cycling of plasma membrane proteins through the ER was provided using the SNAP-tag approach for ER trapping (Geiger et al., 2013). Future studies should reveal whether the synthetic pathway that we generated and the natural pathways share some common mechanisms.

Delivery of extracellular factors to the ER may have implementations in both basic and translational research—for example, for anti-gen presentation (Wang et al., 2004). Our CUTE system, or modifications thereof, may provide an alternative way for controlled and specific delivery of membrane-impermeable substances such as peptides and antibodies to the ER using modified membrane receptors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of DNA constructs for mammalian cell expression

A GFPx3 construct was prepared by inserting two GFP cDNAs into the pEGFPC1 plasmid (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) using XhoI/HindIII and HindIII/EcoRI. The sequence encoding SBP (Wilson et al., 2001) followed by the SV40 large T antigen NLS (KKKRKV) was then inserted into the EcoRI/BamHI sites. GFP-SBP-SKL was similarly prepared using the original pEGFPC1 plasmid. VSVGts045-GFP and VSVGts045-Dendra2 were prepared by inserting the PCR-amplified VSVGts045 sequence between the NheI and AgeI sites of pEGFP-C2 or pDendra2. SBP with appended K(X)KXX signals was then introduced between the XhoI and BamHI or EcoRI and BamHI sites for pEGFP and pDendra2, respectively. To generate CD4-GFP-SBP-K(X)KXX constructs, the GFP-SBP-K(X)KXX sequence was PCR amplified from the corresponding VSVGts045 constructs and cloned between the NotI and XbaI sites of a CD4 construct in pCDNA3 (Yuan et al., 2003). To introduce flexible linkers between SBP and the dilysine signal, DNAs encoding SBP-lnk-KRKAE were synthesized by IDT and cloned into CD4-GFP-SBP-KRKAE cut with XhoI and XbaI. To generate a CD4-based construct for controllable endocytosis, the carboxy tail of CD4 (including the endocytic signal) was truncated down to amino acid 429; SBP or its derivatives with Q23E/R27L replacements and with a carboxy-terminal KRKAE sequence were cloned between NotI and XbaI. To generate the soluble streptavidin construct, the core streptavidin was amplified by PCR using oligos GATCGGATCCT-TACTGCTGGACGGCATCCAG (forward) and GAATTGCTAGCGCCACCATGGACCCTAGCAAAGACTC (reverse) and a RUSH plasmid as template (Boncompain et al., 2012). The PCR product was inserted into a pIRESpuro3 vector (from Clontech) using NheI and BamHI restriction enzymes. Plasmids encoding organelle markers were provided by Koret Hirschberg (Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University).

Transfection and immunofluorescence microscopy

HeLa cells grown in DMEM/10% fetal calf serum/5 mM pyruvate on 13-mm glass coverslips inside 24-well plates were transfected with DNA constructs.
plasmids (0.5 μg total) using 1.8 μl of FuGENE-HD (Promega, Madison, WI) or 1 μg of DNA and 2 μl of jetPEI (Polyplus, Strasbourg, France; for NLS plasmids only) according to manufacturer’s instructions. When cotransfected, the ratio between SBP plasmids and streptavidin was titrated and optimized for each SBP construct and is indicated in the figure legends. Experiments were initiated 20–24 h after transfection. Where indicated, 400 μM biotin and 20 μg/ml cycloheximide were added. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. For immunostaining, cells were permeabilized by treatment with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.05% saponin and 0.2% bovine serum albumin and incubated with primary antibodies (mouse anti-GM130 [BectaLab Diagnostics, Caeserea, Israel]; 1:400; rabbit anti-TGN46 [Abcam, Cambridge, UK]; 1:100; mouse anti-CD4 [Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX]; 1:250; mouse anti-streptavidin [Santa Cruz Biotechnology], 1:500; rabbit anti-VP526 [Abcam], 1:100) followed by Cy3-, Cy5-, or Alexa 488–conjugated secondary antibodies. For selective plasma membrane staining, cells were treated similarly but in the absence of saponin. Coverslips were mounted on glass slides using Mowiol as glue, and cells were visualized under an LSM710 confocal inverted fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a Plan-Apochromat 63×/1.4 differential interference contrast oil objective. Scale bars in all images are 10 μm. The experiments were repeated at least three times with similar results. The variation between individual cells under each experimental condition was determined by observing the phenotype in 100–150 cells in each of two independent experiments; with the exception of nuclear import (Figure 2B), the reported phenotype was observed in >94% of the cells.

**Following CD4 internalization**
At 24 h after transfection, cells were incubated on ice for 1 h with anti-CD4 antibodies (1:100) and then washed with cold culture medium. Biotin- and Texas Red–conjugated transferrin (Rockland, Limerick, PA) were added where indicated, and incubation proceeded at 37°C. For direct follow-up, we used Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-CD4 antibody (SC19641-AF 488; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Alternatively, we used the nonconjugated form of the same antibody (SC19641); after incubation at 37°C cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-mouse antibodies.

**Quantification of nuclear import and CD4 internalization**
Nuclear localization of GFPXP3-SBP-NLS was determined as a ratio between nuclear and cytosolic fluorescence. This was measured as the ratio of the total fluorescence within a circle with an area of ~9 μm² drawn inside the nucleus (avoiding the nucleolus) and that within the same circle drawn in a cytosolic area close to the nucleus. Background values taken in the same way from cell surrounding were deducted.

For quantitative assessment of CD4 internalization, after incubation with the Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated anti-CD4 antibody, cells were washed and fixed, and the remaining surface CD4-bound antibody was stained with Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-mouse antibody; nuclei were stained with Hoechst. Multiple images were taken using a GE In Cell 2000 analyzer (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA). The range of measurement was automatically defined as that encompassed by a line drawn around the nucleus at a distance of 3 μm, and average red and green fluorescence within this area was determined. After background deduction, the ratio between the combined average fluorescence in the red channel (external antibody) and green channel (total antibody) was determined, and values were normalized to the zero time value. Between 2000 and 7000 cells were used under each condition, and values are presented as mean ± SD of three different wells.

**Live-cell imaging**
HeLa cells grown on 35-mm glass-bottom dishes (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany) were transfected with 2.5 μg of plasmid DNA and viewed under the LSM710 microscope. To follow CD4 internalization, cells were preincubated for 1 h on ice with Alexa 488–conjugated anti-CD4 antibody (SC19641 AF488, 1:100; Santa Cruz Biotechnology); cells displaying relatively weak expression were selected for imaging. For Dendra2 experiments, the fluorescent protein was photoconverted by irradiation with a 405-nm laser line for 1.27 μs by 250 repeats with 5% laser intensity (maximal laser intensity in the LSM710 microscope, 25 mW). The redistribution of Dendra2 was tracked at excitation 490 nm/emission 507 nm (unactivated) and excitation 553 nm/emission 573 nm (activated).
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